, more than a decade ago, of galaxies whose starformation rates during that era were 1,000 times the Milky Way's current outputno such galaxies are seen in the present-day Universe. On page 496 of this issue, Narayanan et al. 2 present numerical simulations that offer unprecedented clarity in understanding the origins of such deep-space monsters.
These galaxies have extreme properties and are the most luminous in the Universe. However, despite their enormous total energy output, they are faint at optical wavelengths: most of the radiation emitted by their stars is absorbed by a 'mask' of interstellar dust and re-emitted at longer wavelengths. Consequently, they remained undiscovered until the advent of surveys at submilli metre and radio wavelengths 1 . The very existence of these submillimetre galaxies (SMGs) presented a challenge to models of galaxy formation in a cosmological framework, and has since sparked a vigorous debate in the field of galaxy-formation theory.
Two schools of thought emerged, centred around the 'merger-starburst' and the 'smoothaccretion' hypotheses, respectively [3] [4] [5] [6] . The former proposes that a given SMG is the product of a collision between two gas-rich disk galaxies -this process drives a shortlived (about 10 8 years) but spectacular burst of star formation during the galaxies' coalescence. The latter argues that SMGs represent the most massive members of the entire galaxy population, being long-lived phenomena that are continuously fed by gas accretion over periods of about 10 9 years. The merger-starburst hypothesis stems from a scaled-up analogy of the observation that the most luminous galaxies in the presentday Universe are almost always involved in spectacular collisions 7 . The smooth-accretion hypothesis is founded on the prediction 3 that, at early cosmic epochs, galaxies were accreting gas at extremely high rates -they could thus potentially sustain their excessive starformation activity.
Neither scenario has been successful in fully replicating the observed properties of SMGs. Researchers have been unable to reproduce the number of systems required to match the observations under the merger-starburst hypothesis 6 , because collisions between sufficiently large galaxies were rare at those early times. An influential study 4 has argued that collisions between more-numerous low-mass galaxies could lead to the formation of SMGs, but only under the assumption that the starformation process stimulated by the mergers was heavily weighted towards the production of massive stars. However, this assumption was subsequently disfavoured by observational results 8 . Similarly, the smooth-accretion scenario has been tested in cosmological simulations that generated SMGs matching those observed, but they did not reproduce the high luminosities of these systems 5, 6 . Given that SMGs are thought to be the progenitors of the well-studied elliptical galaxies found in the present-day Universe, the inability to fit these sources straightforwardly into a cosmological galaxyformation context has been worrying.
In the current study, Narayanan et al. present a hydrodynamic simulation in a cosmological framework that yields the first SMG with a luminosity that is a good match to the cells that are formed during meiosis but do not transmit genes to future generations? Are gametes bearing recombinant chromosomes more viable, or do they somehow outcompete gametes that have non-recombinant chromosomes? What mechanism might mediate such a bias? Furthermore, Singh and colleagues' study focuses on a single genomic region -it will be of interest to assess whether similar responses occur elsewhere in the genome, and if not, why this region is particularly responsive.
Previous work has demonstrated that pathogens increase recombination in plants during meiotic and somatic (non-gamete) division [7] [8] [9] . That the few existing examples of this phenomenon span plants and animals suggests that pathogen-induced increases in the recombinant fraction could be widespread, although perhaps achieved through different means, for example transmission distortion in flies but higher recombination in plants. If so, does this intriguing connection between pathogens and natural variation in recombination constitute convincing evidence to support the Red Queen hypothesis?
Changes in the proportion of recombinant offspring in flies and other organisms have been reported in response to various types of environmental stress (such as temperature, nutrition and social stress; reviewed in ref. 10 ), although rarely with the rigour of Singh and colleagues' work. Is selection by parasites a driver of the evolution of plasticity in the recombinant fraction, perhaps one that spills over to other types of stress? Or is the observed response to pathogens a by-product of whatever causes plasticity in response to these other stresses? A crucial first step towards answering these questions would be to obtain evidenceso far lacking -that recombinant offspring are less likely to become infected than nonrecombinant offspring. Although plasticity in the recombinant fraction has been known for around 100 years, it is still poorly studied. We have only the crudest picture of what conditions alter the recombinant fraction, by how much and in which genomic regions. Moreover, theoretical models 10 suggest that the evolution of recombination plasticity is not easily explained for 'normal' stresses in diploid organisms (those that have two copies of each chromosome, including flies). Even the seemingly intuitive Red Queen interpretation of Singh and colleagues' results is questionable because offspring will always receive half the alleles carried by their mother, regardless of whether they are recombinant or not. Although studies such as this shed light on variation in recombination, there is a long way to go in terms of fully describing this variation and understanding it from both a mechanistic and an evolutionary perspective. ■ Aneil F. Agrawal observations, and that can, by extrapolation, reproduce the numbers of SMGs that are observed. This simulation achieves levels of realism that previous models lacked (Fig. 1) , by using a 'zoom' technique, in which the authors resimulate a selected region at much higher spatial resolution than the whole simulated volume. They thus obtain an accurate representation of the galaxy-assembly process on sub galactic scales, while producing models that retain the full cosmological context. Furthermore, the high resolution enables the authors to develop a fully self-consistent description of galactic outflows driven by the supernova explosions of massive stars that eject copious quantities of gas into intergalactic space -a key aspect in regulating early galaxy growth. The authors use a newly developed code for radiative transfer to accurately predict the energy output of the SMG at submillimetre wavelengths. These crucial improvements in modelling lead to a deeper understanding of SMGs.
So what do the authors find? The key outcome of their simulation is a 'long-lived' SMG that can sustain star-formation rates of 500-1,000 solar masses per year for about 10 9 years, and which has a submillimetre luminosity that matches typical observations. Such a dem onstrably rapid growth in stellar mass results in SMGs that are among the most massive objects in the Universe at cosmic noon. This realization has two corollaries: first, the strong gravitational attraction of the sources causes numerous other galaxies to cluster around them, thus adding non-trivially to the system's total submillimetre luminosity. Second, galactic outflows cannot easily escape the intense gravitational pull of an SMG, but instead rain back down on the galaxy. This process provides additional fuel that enhances the star-formation rate. In a nutshell, the authors find that SMGs plausibly arise from a 'perfect storm' of high rates of gravitationally driven gas accretion, the recycling of previously ejected material, and contributions to the systems' submillimetre luminosity from nearby galaxies that cannot be well resolved observationally.
Narayanan and colleagues' results favour the smooth-accretion scenario over the merger-starburst hypothesis for the formation of SMGs, and provide key insights into this decade-old debate. This does not mean that galaxy mergers cannot create SMGs; they probably do. But the current work suggests that they are a minority of cases. What is particularly encouraging is that the authors did not tune the simulations so as to reproduce SMGs: rather, they simply used a state-of-the-art galaxy-formation model and ran it at the highest currently feasible numerical resolution -and a plausible SMG emerged.
Although this study is important, it is unlikely to be the final word on the formation of SMGs. Predicting the cosmic abundance of such galaxies from the simulation of a single object still requires uncertain extrapolations, and the authors' prescription for generating galactic outflows is not unique; other prescriptions may yield different results. These limitations notwithstanding, Narayanan et al. have presented the first impressively viable model of SMG formation, allowing us a tantalizing glimpse behind the mask of these behemoths of deep space. ■
Figure 1 | Simulation of a submillimetre galaxy (SMG). Narayanan et al.
2 simulate how the Universe's most luminous galaxies, which look extremely bright in the submillimetre part of the spectrum, may have formed when the Universe was 3 billion years old. This snapshot, taken from a supercomputer simulation, depicts the distribution of gas and light in a small region of the field: it contains a bright central galaxy (white) that is accreting gas along a filamentary structure (pink), a large spiral galaxy (left of centre), and numerous smaller galaxies that contribute to the total luminosity of the SMG. Ambient gas (blue-green), much of which was expelled by the galaxies at earlier epochs, gravitates towards the centre of the proto-SMG. This fuels the prodigious star-formation activity of the system, which is unlike anything seen in the present-day Universe.
EPIGENETICS

The karma of oil palms
Despite their clonal origin, some oil palm trees develop fruits that give almost no oil. It emerges that the number of methyl groups attached to a DNA region called Karma determines which plants are defective. See Letter p.533 J E R Z Y PA SZ KO W S K I V egetative propagation is a form of asexual reproduction that is routinely used for the commercial mass production of garden plants and trees, because it enables rapid multiplication of highly performing, genetically identical individuals. For certain species, vegetative propagation is hugely demanding and requires technically sophisticated aseptic cultures that produce large numbers of cloned embryos which can develop into plantlets. But a proportion of plants propagated in this way display developmental abnormalities caused either by genetic aberrations or by epigenetic changes, which stably alter the expression of genes without affecting the underlying DNA sequence 1 . On page 533 of this issue, Ong-Abdullah et al. 2 describe a culture-induced epigenetic defect in oil palms caused by specific losses in the number of methyl groups attached to a particular region of their DNA.
High-yielding varieties of oil palm, which
